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FOREWORD
Welcome to the latest edition of CARA Focus – a fitting time to take 

a look at all the activities taking place within CARA and across the 

country, with the sun finally threatening to break through, and with a 

crazy summer of sport ahead.

Championship hurling and football, European Championship soccer 

and Olympic Games will dominate in the months ahead.  The names 

of Michael Conlan, TJ Reid, Cora Staunton, Stephen Cluxton and Shane 

Long will be on everyone’s lips.  But, of course, so will the names of 

Michael McKillop and Jason Smyth.  They were Ireland’s biggest stars of 

Beijing and London, with both winning double gold four years ago.  At 

Rio, they go for even more glory.  This year, RTE is putting even more 

emphasis on its coverage of the Paralympic Games, and I’m delighted 

to have been asked to front our nightly show.  These outstanding sports 

stars will have the platform to provide even more inspiration to everyone 

throughout the country, and, perhaps, particularly for those working 

within CARA.

The power of sport cannot be underestimated.

One of my greatest childhood memories took place at the home of Gaelic 

Games.  I was one of those lucky children whose school managed to 

qualify for the Cumann na mBunscol finals.  To this day, I can see Karen 

Treacy kick a free from around the halfway line (9-a-side cross-pitch) 

and it drop over the head of the opposing keeper to snatch a one-point 

victory.  It’s not just the game that stays in the mind.  My friend still 

reminds me of how, for years after, we couldn’t take a trip into town 

without my telling her about the time “I played at Croke Park” every time 

the train rolled by those famous stands on its way to Connolly Station.

Last year, I was lucky again.  I got to see the same memories being 

carved out for others.  This time it was at the home of Munster rugby.  

180 students from several schools across the province came to Thomond 

Park for an adapted tag rugby blitz, all thanks to the enormous work 

being done as part of the CARA Xcessible Youth Sport Initiative.  The 

level of enjoyment was obvious, but so was the level of skill on show.  

I wonder how many of those young men and women will drive their 

friends crazy in the years to come, every time a Munster home game 

comes on the telly, reminding them of the time “I played at Thomond 

Park.”

So, let this crazy summer of sport begin and, with the work of CARA, 

let’s make sure everyone gets the chance to create memories that will 

stay with them always.

Joanne Cantwell

Joanne Cantwell is an Irish sports presenter. She is the presenter of 

weekly rugby magazine programme Against the Head on RTÉ Two, 

and was also a match reporter on Premier Soccer Saturday. During 

the summer months, Joanne works as a reporter on The Sunday Game, 

Raidió Teilifís Éireann’s main Gaelic games television programme. It is 

shown on RTÉ Two every Sunday during the Football Championship and 

Hurling Championship seasons.
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Catching up with CARA
Hello and welcome to the latest edition of our national newsletter. I am delighted to provide you with 
a brief update and share some exciting projects which we have been working on over the last number 
of months.

I also wish to introduce the key people who make things possible within our organisation and who have 
been the driving force in ensuring all our projects are implemented to the highest standard.

One of our main aims as a national organisation is to enhance community opportunities for people with 
disabilities to participate in sport and physical activity. As a result of funding received from Sport Ireland 
through Dormant Accounts, we are now delighted to have dedicated staff members to support this 
aim.  As Inclusive Communities’ Coordinator, Doireann Ni Mhuircheartaigh is responsible for providing 
guidance and support to the Local Sports Partnerships in the implementation of the Sports Inclusion 
Disability Programme. As part of her role, Doireann coordinates regional networking meetings and 
national training days for key personnel within the sector.  In addition, our Inclusive Fitness Coordinator, 
Brenda O Donnell, manages a number of projects aimed at enhancing opportunities for people with 
disabilities to actively engage in local leisure and fitness activities. Brenda coordinates the delivery of 
our Inclusive Fitness Training nationally, as well as providing guidance to leisure centres and swimming 
pools specific to access audits. Brenda is also currently working closely with Parkrun Ireland to increase 
opportunities for people with disabilities to participate within their local park run.

With only 2 weeks to go to the closing date for the National Inclusion Awards I would like to remind 
organisations to consider applying and sharing their developments specific to enhancing sport and 
physical activity opportunities for people with disabilities. Coordinated by Gearoid O Doherty, the 
National Inclusion Awards aim to recognise organisations and people who contribute to enhancing 
participation opportunities for people with disabilities in sport and physical activity. Check out our 
website www.caraapacentre.ie to complete the online application for the Awards.

With the support of Sport Ireland, Dormant Accounts and Hyundai Ireland, the National Inclusive 
Training and Education Framework, managed by Michael Gilroy, has been further enhanced, with the 
following workshops available nationally: Disability Awareness Training, Disability Inclusion Training and 
Inclusive Fitness Training. Furthermore, our Inclusive Adventure Training workshop is in the development 
phase and will be piloted this June.  Kate Feeney is currently consulting with key organisations in the 
development of an Inclusive Physical Education Training CPD workshop. This is a new development 
to address the increased requests received from teachers seeking support and guidance on how to 
successfully ensure children with disabilities receive positive early childhood experiences in physical 
activity, sport and physical education within schools.   As we further expand the implementation of the 
National Inclusive Training and Education Framework I would like to thank Ger Daly and Gearoid for 
keeping all administrative aspects of the national training framework on track….

Over the last number of months Michael has also been actively involved in developing supportive toolkits 
for National Governing Bodies of Sport. A series of recent briefing sessions held in Sport HQ informed 
NGBs of the range of support options available from CARA. These include: inclusive coach education, 
guidance on programme development and implementation of the Inclusive Sport toolkit for Inclusion. 
The Inclusive Sport Toolkit is currently being piloted in conjunction with the Football Association of 
Ireland and the Irish Sailing Association

I am excited to confirm that we will soon be unveiling a new campaign specific to engaging directly with 
people with disabilities, families and disability services. This campaign is aimed at generating greater 
awareness of sport and physical activity opportunities and getting more people with disabilities active 
within their local communities … Stay tuned to our social media outlets for further details…

One of our directors, and founder of the CARA Centre, Pat Flanagan,  often refers to the term ‘People 
Make Places’,  stating: “If you have the right people, in the right place at the right time great things can 
be achieved”.  This is very true for CARA. We have a super team of dedicated staff operating within 
our offices at IT Tralee and the National Sports Campus and we have great support from our steering 
committee, which is comprised of key representatives from national organisations. We will also be 
unveiling our new Board of Directors within the coming months, who will be the driving force behind the 
implementation of our new strategy.

I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the work of all our team, our directors, and our 
steering committee and, in particular, the tremendous support from our funding supporters, Sport 
Ireland, Hyundai Ireland and the Department of Justice and Equality.

We are delighted to hear of Joanne Cantwell’s appointment as presenter of the Paralympics coverage 
on RTE and we would like to take this opportunity to wish all the athletes, staff and volunteers best 
wishes for the games ahead.

Here’s to a summer of achievements …. Let’s all get out there and get active!

Niamh Daffy

Managing Director, CARA

Pat Flanagan
CARA Founder/Director

Michael Gilroy
Training  
& Education Manager

Doireann Ní 
Mhuircheartaigh
Inclusive Communities 
Coordinator

Brenda O’Donnell
Inclusive Fitness  
Coordinator

Niamh Daffy
Managing Director

Kate Feeney
Training & Education 

Coordinator

Gearóid O’Doherty
Project Coordinator

Ger Daly
CARA Administrator
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February 2016 saw the start of an exciting time for 
Inclusive Fitness Training, when the materials and 
resources were launched nationally in Irish Sport HQ.   

The Training is specifically designed to help increase 
the confidence and awareness of fitness managers, 
fitness professionals and all front-line staff to work 
with people with disabilities, and to help make 
their gyms, fitness centres and programmes more 
accessible to people with disabilities.  The course 
takes six hours and all attendees receive a resource 
manual and certificate.

We have a team of ten tutors ready to facilitate the 
national rollout of the course and, while each has a 
unique background, they all have huge experience in 
the area of disability and fitness. Our tutors are Odhran 
Doherty from DSNI, Elaine Banville, SIDO with Meath 
Sports Partnership, Deirdre Barry from Waterford 
IT, Jenny Ridley of IWA Sport, Sarah Hewitt from St 
Michael’s House, Donegal Sports Partnership’s Ryan 
O’Donnell, Aine Coogan, SIDO for Kildare and South 
Dublin, Waterford Sports Partnership SIDO Pauline 
Cunningham, Claire Grehan from Laois & Offaly 
County Council’s and Ray Mc Namara, who is the SIDO 
in Mayo.  

The Inclusive Fitness Working Group have been 
working behind the scenes to get the materials ready, 
with representatives from Ireland Active, NTC, NCBI, 
St Stewart’s, St Michael’s House and IWA Sport 
bringing a wealth of information to the table.  It is 
great to have the involvement of these organisations 
as they are so respected in the areas of disability and 
fitness, and I’m sure their involvement will bring huge 
support and credence to the course.

We are also delighted to announce the formation of 
a working partnership with Ireland Active, which is 
the lead organisation in providing support to leisure 
centres and gyms around the country.  Their vision is 
to have more people, more active, more often. This 
is a vision which we fully support, especially with 
an emphasis on the area of disability and inclusion.  
Ireland Active and CARA will work together closely 
to spread the word about Inclusive Fitness and the 
benefits for a centre in undertaking the training.  We 
will also be supporting each other in the development 
of both organisation’s National Awards, with a heavy 
emphasis on centres to look at the levels of access 
and inclusion within all aspects of their facilities.

Speaking about the new partnership, Ireland Active 
CEO Conn Mc Cluskey said: “Ireland Active are 
delighted to partner with CARA on the Inclusive Fitness 
Training initiative.   We believe that physical activity is 
for all.  The programme developed by CARA has huge 
potential for our industry to work in partnership to 
deliver an inclusive approach to fitness training”. 

If you would like more information about Inclusive 
Fitness Training, or would like to highlight an 
area of good inclusive practice, please contact 
Brenda O’Donnell, Inclusive Fitness Co-Ordinator 
at the CARA APA Centre on 086 1584972 or email 
brendaodonnell.cara@ittralee.ie 

Disability
Inclusion
Training
Inclusive  
Fitness Training

This six hour introductory course is specifically designed to help 
increase the confidence and awareness of fitness managers, 
fitness professionals and all front line staff to work with people 
with disabilities and to help make their gym, fitness centres and 
programmes more accessible to people with disabilities.

Coordinated by

Supported by:

This training has being developed  in co-operation with:

This course is aimed at:
Gym, pool and fitness professionals, area and centre managers, duty managers, front 

of  house staff and part and full time leisure staff.

Course Certification
On completion of  the course all participants will receive a CARA Centre Certificate 

of  Attendance.

Course Resources
The training will provide access to resources that will increase the knowledge of  those 

working in the fitness sector to create inclusive environments and programmes for people 

with disabilities. All course participants will receive a PDF Resource Manual.

Cost of the Course:
€50 per person.

CENTRE OR GROUP BOOKINGS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE.

INCLUSIVE FITNESS TRAINING
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INCLUSIVE 
SPORT NATIONAL 
GOVERNING BODIES 
What is it?
Inclusive Sport is a new Inclusive NGB programme, currently in a pilot 
phase, which aims to create more participation opportunities in sport for 
people with disabilities. The programme will support and empower NGB’s 
of sport to plan and provide appropriate and meaningful opportunities 
for people with disabilities in a sustainable and independent way. The 
programme will also raise the profile of Disability Sport, increasing 
the demand for sport by people with disabilities and enabling them to 
become involved in exciting and accessible sport.

How is the programme structured?
Inclusive sport consists of a four stage programme which is designed 
to gradually ease the NGB into inclusion and support them through the 
process of opening their sport up to people with disabilities. This support 
covers areas such as participation, coaching, volunteering, officiating 
and employment opportunities.

As an NGB, you will be supported through each stage by CARA.

We are very conscious of how busy NGB’s are, and it is our intention 
to keep the paperwork to a minimum. Through engagement meetings 
with CARA you will be requested to show evidence of the criteria set out 
for each stage and, once each stage is completed, deliver a Powerpoint 
presentation to an external panel which will observe and assess the 
journey your NGB has taken to achieve that stage.

On successful completion of each stage, your NGB will be awarded the 
Inclusive Sport quality mark relevant to the stage achieved, which you 
are free to use on publications, websites and other materials to advertise 
and demonstrate your commitment to inclusion.

‘Only those who will risk going 
too far can possibly find out how 

far they can go.’ - T.S. Eliot

Inclusive	Sport	NGB	Flowchart	

Ready!	Set!	Go!	

	

Inclusive	Sport	NGB	-	Stages	

	

	

Is	your	NGB	open	to	including	people	with	
disabilities	within	your	sport?

Yes

Are	you	willing	to	make	the	necessary	
changes/take	the	necessary	steps	i.e.	

train/educate	staff	and	board	members?

Yes

Do	you	have	the	capacity	to	implement	and	
collate	the	required	elements	and	present	to	the	

panel?

Yes

The	Inclusive	Sport	programme	supports	NGB's	in	
their	journey	to	create	inclusive	opportunities	for	
people	with	disabilities.	If	you	would	like	to	know	
more,	please	contact	Michael	Gilroy	at	the	CARA	

Centre	on	066-7145672.

Ribbon

Bronze

Silver
Gold
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NATIONAL GOVERNING BODIES – FAI
by Oisin Jordan, Football for All National Co-Ordinator, FAI

Where it’s come from/history
The ‘Football For All’ programme was conceived at the Annual General 
Meeting in July 2002 by a board member and was supported by Special 
Olympics Ireland. Since 2002 the Football Association of Ireland have 
provided opportunities for players with disabilities to access football at 
a level that suits them, while also ensuring that pathways are in place so 
that players who aspire to represent their country can do so through its 
eight international squads. 

In the initial years’ partnerships were forged with the five governing 
bodies of disability sport in Ireland, namely Special Olympics, Vision 
Sports Ireland, Deaf Sports Ireland, Cerebral Palsy Ireland and the Irish 
Wheelchair Association, with segregated programmes offering football 
to their members. In recent years the programme has moved more 
into the community club and specific disability football associations, 
ensuring a much more inclusive and sustainable approach to football 
provision for people with disabilities in the Irish Football family. 

Current provision
At present the programme provides opportunities for approximately 
3,000 players, spanning the whole age spectrum from 5 – 65 years of 
age, across all disabilities. Our ‘Club’ programme caters for all players 
wanting to join their local club who may need additional support in 
training and matches, or who are not too interested in very competitive 
footballing environments. To date we have 30 clubs officially recognised 
as ‘Football For All’ clubs. 

We have a presence in the special schools network, providing competitive 
opportunities for players in these schools on a local, regional and 
international level. The programme has established three specific 
disability football associations, the Association of Irish Powerchair 
Football (AIPF), the Irish Amputee Football Association, and Blind Football 
Ireland, to cater for these specific disabilities, as otherwise people with 
these disabilities may struggle to find football within the club system. 
These three associations are all affiliates of the FAI’s ‘Football For All’ 
programme, with independent executive committees governing them. 

Finally, the programme works within the adult services sector for people 
with disabilities, providing training and competitive opportunities across 
the country and, in recent years, the programme has begun providing 
people with mental health difficulties an opportunity to reengage with 
their communities through football and our ‘Kick Start to Recovery’ 
programme. The programme also boasts a number of coach education 
courses and workshops and supports numerous third level education 
institutes with inclusive football and PE workshops. 

Inclusive Sport NGB programme 
- why engage with it?
The FAI has been asked to be part of the very first inclusive sport NGB 
programme by the CARA Adapted Physical Activity Centre and Sport 
Ireland, and are delighted to have been considered. Although the FAI 
has a great history of providing opportunities for all players in Ireland 
who want to play football, and have invested heavily in this area, there 
are still many areas of inclusion that the FAI can improve. As our Vision 
states, we exist to ensure every player who wants to play football in 
Ireland can do so at a level that suits them, and our involvement in this 
new programme will ensure we can deliver on this Vision. Why engage 
when we do so much already? For me, the reason we are engaging in this 
process of becoming Ireland’s first ever fully inclusive sport’s governing 
body is that, by the end of the process, we will be able to say that all 
members of the FAI, no matter what position they hold, realise the right 
for all people in Ireland to play the beautiful game and we have ensured 
the structures and policies are in place to see this happen. 

Future structures
The future for the FAI is in central registration, and all players involved 
in the “Football For All” programme will be registered centrally, giving 
us much more control on how many players are involved, the type of 
players, where they are, and will make identifying players and offering 
opportunities and services to the programmes members much easier. 

For further information please contact Oisin Jordan Football For All Coordinator 
oisin.jordan@fai.ie
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NATIONAL GOVERNING BODIES – 
IRISH SAILING ASSOCIATION -
By Ciaran Murphy, Regional Development Officer 
with the Irish Sailing Association
The Irish Sailing Association (ISA) is the National Governing Body for 
sailing, windsurfing and power-boating and has always prided itself on 
being a fully inclusive organisation that enables everyone to enjoy these 
activities. The first official recognition of disabled sailing came about 
in the early 1980s in Kinsale Yacht Club, where John Twomey started 
pushing the boat out on making sailing more accessible to people with 
disabilities in Cork. John’s determination saw the introduction of a fleet 
of specially designed trimaran dinghies, which could facilitate various 
abilities, and the boats could not capsize. These boats were soon racing 
among the other sailing boats in Cork in fully inclusive competitions, 
where the water ensured everyone was treated equally. 

Through the late ‘80s and early ‘90s the sailors organised themselves 
as the Irish Disabled Sailing Association (IDSA) and worked with the ISA 
to increase participation. At the same time John Twomey progressed on 
to the international circuit, representing Ireland at all the international 
regattas and flying the flag at the Paralympic Sailing Finals. John is 
currently training in preparation for his 11th Paralympic competition, a 
record which no one else has ever achieved. 

The IDSA and ISA increased the numbers of people with disabilities 
sailing in Cork and assisted the setting up of other groups in Dun 
Laoghaire, Galway and Lough Derg. They also designed a handbook to 

help other organisations make their own programmes more inclusive. 
In 2010 the ISA appointed an Inclusion Development Officer to their 
staff and subsequently the IDSA, ISA and the Northern Ireland Royal 
Yachting Association joined forces to become Sailability Ireland, which 
is an all-Ireland group. 

There are now 15 Sailability organisations throughout the country 
offering sailing to people with disabilities, from beginner to advanced 
levels. One of the more recent developments has been the establishment 
of a competitive programme, which includes the Hansa Nationals and 
the Presidents Cup, run around the country on an annual basis. 

The ISA have recently started to work with the CARA APA Centre in 
order to develop the training programme and increase opportunities 
for people to access the sport. Looking forward, the ISA would like 
to increase the amount of organisations that can provide a more 
inclusive programme, and would like to make sailing programmes more 
accessible to other groups such as the Special Olympics. There is also 
a great opportunity to forge links with other water sports and outdoor 
sports that can complement each other and build better relationships 
between the NGBs and their sports. 

While sailing has been temporarily taken off the programme for 
the Paralympics, there is an active development programme to 
see it re-assigned. There is also a great desire to see fully-inclusive 
international adventure events and regattas being hosted in Ireland in 
the near future.  It is hoped that, by working more in partnership with 
CARA as an NGB, the sport of sailing will grow and more people will 
enjoy the great experience that sailing has to offer. 

For further details on how to go sailing please contact ciaran.murphy@sailing.ie 
or phone 087 8800744
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This was our seventh annual residential sports and recreational camp 
for kids, aged 10-14 years, with vision impairments. For the second time 
CampAbilities was held in Cappanalea Outdoor Education and Training 
Centre outside Killorglin, Co. Kerry. 

31 Campers from 15 counties attended camp this 
year along with 7 LITs (Leader’s in Training), with 16 
kids attending CampAbilities for the very first time. 
Our ‘Leader in Training’ programme is designed to 
enable previous campers to come back and prepare 
themselves to become future Camp volunteers 
and this year we had 3 previous campers back as 
volunteers.

CampAbilities 2016 featured an exciting new 
development involving an exchange programme 
with CampAbilities Utah. Two of their ‘Leader in Training’ participants, 
along with three of their volunteers, attended this year’s camp and 
in July CampAbilities Ireland will have the opportunity to experience 
CampAbilities in Salt Lake City.

One of the goals of CampAbilities is to allow the children to experience 
various sports and physical activities which they can then pursue in their 
own communities in the future. This year the campers had the chance 
to choose from an array of fun and exciting sports including goalball, 
blind soccer, horse riding, judo, beep baseball and indoor athletics, along 
with outdoor activities provided by Cappanalea such as rock climbing, 
canoeing and orienteering. CampAbilities enabled some of the kids 
to experience these activities for the first time and, with resounding 
positive feedback, hopefully they will all return to Camp in the future. 

A key element of the continued success of CampAbilties over the years 
is the positive attitudes of all the volunteers and committee members 
involved, many of whom come from the Institute of Technology and The 
National Learning Network in Tralee.

The National Council for the Blind (NCBI) was represented again by the 
wonderful Caroline Lane, who provided guidance and information to 
both volunteers and campers. Caroline also provided advance training 
for volunteers to prepare them for the hectic fun-filled week ahead. 

There were several evening programmes run across the week, which 
were a big hit with the campers and volunteers. One of the highlights was 
our murder mystery in Cappanalea, which was put together by a group 
of APA students from IT Tralee. This involved campers having to solve a 

series of clues and participate in different challenges to figure out who 
the “murderer” was. Luckily we had a fine group of detectives on hand 
and the culprit was caught red-handed! Other programmes included ‘A 

League of Their Own’, run by the National Learning 
Network. This was a quiz night, based on the hit TV 
show, and great effort was put into making it both fun 
and challenging for the campers. The LIT’s organised 
a great campfire with sing-songs and skits for all to 
enjoy, not forgetting the toasted marshmallows!

      

Sadly the camp had to end, but not before our campers 
provided an entertaining send-off at our closing 
ceremony. For this the campers were split into two 
troops for the week, the Red Troop and the Blue Troop. 

Each Troop practiced separately during the week before displaying their 
talents to each other on the final day. The campers’ parents also got a 
chance to see a slide show of all the campers participating in many of 
the activities they enjoyed throughout the week. 

CampAbilities 2016 was an incredible and, for some, a life-changing 
experience and preparation for Camp 2017 is already underway.

We would like to say a special thank you to Robin from Utah for using 
her experience to assist in the running of the goalball and beep baseball 
activities. 

A special thank you also has to go out to all who sponsored and donated 
food and provided services and facilities to make camp a huge success.

“I can’t wait until 
I turn 16 so I can 
come back as 
an LIT and then 
volunteer for 
camp every year” 
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Interview with CampAbilities 2016 
volunteer Sonia Waldron

 – How were you made aware of CampAbilities and why did you 
decide to volunteer this year?

I was made aware of Camp when I began studying at the Institute of 
Technology in Tralee. I had spoken to students who had previously 
attended Camp and previous Camp Coordinators. They informed me 
that if I chose to study APA (Adapted Physical Activity) it was a part 
of the programme.

 – What was your role at camp?

I was an activity leader, so our role involved planning and running 
the activities throughout the week such as swimming, goalball and 
judo. It was our job to make sure that all the kids were taking part 
in some capacity and enjoying themselves.

 – Tell me about your experience at CampAbilities?

To begin with I was nervous. Even though I am an APA student I 
had never worked with someone with a vision impairment before. 
We had training with Caroline Lane from the NCBI on the Sunday 
before Camp and it was really helpful. The big stand out thing for 
me was how everybody was the same and there was no judgment. 
It was really inspiring seeing one camper with a vision impairment 
helping another camper. It is something I will never forget.

 – Did you learn anything new about people with vision impairments 
that you didn’t know before?

Before, I presumed they would participate in mainstream activities 
but, talking to the campers, they explained that wasn’t the case and 
there was very limited opportunities for them at home. Camp was 
their only chance to play these sports or take part in these activities. 
The campers were so appreciative towards us for giving them the 
opportunity to take part, which is hardly fair. There needs to be 
more awareness and something needs to be done sooner rather than 
later. That goes for all disabilities, not just vision impairment.

 – What was your favourite memory from Camp?

I have loads of great memories. One night we had a Cara versus 
Camper challenge. The campers had the opportunity to cover the 
Cara’s from head-to-toe with whatever materials were at hand and 
a lot of my friends ended up covered in yogurt, toilet roll and fresh 
cream. Just seeing the kids all getting along with each other and the 
Cara’s was amazing. That memory really stands out for me.

 – Did you notice a change in any of the kids as the week went on?

Yes, on the Monday a couple of campers were feeling homesick and 
wanted to go home, which is totally understandable. I remember 
one camper say on the Monday that he didn’t like anything and 
wanted to ring his parents to go home and by Tuesday he didn’t even 
want to speak to them because he was having too much fun. This 
shows the impact the camp can have on these kids in such a short 
space of time.

 – As a volunteer what kind of impact did the camp have on you?

It educated me on how to assist someone with a vision impairment 
and, more importantly, to only assist when needed or asked by the 
camper, because their independence is very important to them. They 
want to play every sport and are more than capable of doing so once 
the assistance is there for them. The camp was definitely inspiring 
and was a fascinating experience for me. I would recommend it to 
everyone and I am already looking forward to volunteering again in 
the future.

 – If there was one thing about the camp you could change what 
would it be?

It would be nice if there wasn’t an age category so more kids could 
come and enjoy it. Some of the kids who were overage this year have 
to wait until they are 16 to come back as a ‘Leader in Training’, and 
I know they would jump at the chance to come back next year if it 
was possible. It is a yearly camp so maybe, if it was more frequent 
and was held 2 or 3 times a year, more kids would have the chance 
to attend.

 – If you could give one key message to future volunteers what 
would it be?

First of all, don’t be afraid to be silly and give everything 100%. 
I would highly recommend being an activity leader because it is 
a really important job. It is different to being a Cara but just as 
rewarding. I know the Cara’s build up a good relationship with their 
campers but I felt that we had the chance to get to know all the 
campers really well and made bonds with all the kids. We also got 
a great chance to see what it takes to organise these events, and it 
will stand to us if we choose to look for employment in this area in 
the future.

CARA and CampAbilities Ireland would like to thank Stephen Hayes and Jacinta 
McCarthy, Camp Coordinators 2016, for coordinating and delivering a successful 
Camp. If you are interested in attending CampAbilities 2017 please contact Doireann 
Ni Mhuircheartaigh, Inclusive Communities Co-Ordinator on 066-7144245 or 
Doireannnimhuircheartaigh.cara@ittralee.ie
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CORK SPORTSABILITY DAY PROMOTES 
SPORT FOR ALL ABILITIES

Cork SportsAbility Forum and Cork Sports Partnership recently hosted 
an event promoting sport and inclusion for people with disabilities. A 
hugely successful day of activities was held at the Mardyke Arena UCC, 
with over 450 visitors attending SportsAbility Day 2016, sponsored by 
Blackwater Motors Volkswagen.

From early morning, groups were arriving at the Mardyke Arena to set 
up information stands and prepare for the day’s activities. ‘Come and 
Try’ sessions in table tennis, yoga, target games and short mat bowls 
were the first activities of the day. Visitors were keen to get involved in 
the wide range of different sports on offer. As lunchtime approached, 
visitors continued to flow into the venue as the blind football team took 
to the court. With 25 information stands on display, there were physical 
activity opportunities to suit everyone’s interest and ability.

The opening ceremony was held at 1pm, where the audience was 
addressed by Padraig Healy, Sports Inclusion Disability Officer with 
Cork Sports Partnership. He thanked Blackwater Motors Volkswagen 
for their kind sponsorship and Mardyke Arena, UCC for partnering the 
event. He continued to thank the Cork SportsAbility Forum organising 
committee for their hard work in preparing for the event. Other speakers 
included Deputy Lord Mayor, Councillor Thomas Gould, Councillor John 
Paul O’Shea, Mayor of County Cork and Ted Owens, Chairman of Cork 
Sports Partnership board and CEO of Cork ETB. Special guest Micheál Ó 
Muircheartaigh officially opened the event and spoke about how all new 
initiatives in sport that increase participation are marvellous. He said: 
“It is the greatest movement of modern times, thinking of other people, 
including everybody in sport.” Darragh O’Regan of the Rebel Wheelers 
Multi Sport Club made a presentation to Micheál Ó Muircheartaigh in 
appreciation of him attending the event.

Following the official opening a very special wheelchair basketball game 
was held between Rebel Wheelers Wheelchair Basketball team and 
Fr. Mathews Wheelchair basketball team. For this game the audience 
were treated to a live commentary from special guest Micheál Ó 
Muircheartaigh, assisted by his daughter Doireann.

By 1:30pm all activities had recommenced with boccia, wheelchair rugby, 
modern dance, inclusive games, wheelchair Karate and power lifting all 
taking to the court for the afternoon sessions. The SportsAbility Forum 
Ambassador Orla Barry was in attendance and visitors were keen to get 
a photo with the Paralympic medallist. Orla is a fantastic role model 
for anyone with a disability as she competes at the highest level of 
athletics, and the Cork SportsAbility Forum are delighted to have her 
as Ambassador.

As the final activities of judo, table cricket and frame football got 
underway the Mardyke Arena was a hub of activity. For the afternoon 
session visitors also had the opportunity to try archery and wall climbing, 
both of which proved very popular for all who participated.

New for 2016 was the addition of a sensory room for any visitors who 
required a quiet space during the day. Padraig Healy, Sports Inclusion 
Disability Officer with Cork Sports Partnership, said: “The large 
attendance was fantastic and it highlights that the culture of inclusive 
sport is changing for the better in Cork. Sports clubs and organisations 
are making efforts to create opportunities for people of all abilities to 
get involved in sport and physical activity. The wide range of activities 
available here today and the #CorkSportsAbility campaign are trying to 
increase awareness of all activities of SportsAbility and inclusion in Cork 
and beyond”.

The organising committee would like to thank Blackwater Motors 
Volkswagen for kindly sponsoring this year’s event and also Patsy Ryan 
of the Mardyke Arena UCC for their support.

For more information on the Cork SportsAbility Forum contact Padraig Healy at 

Cork Sports Partnership on 021 2061762 or email phealy@corksports.ie.
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Aghada GAA Juvenile Club, County Cork

U16 County Football Champions 
On & Off the Pitch

My name is Cormac O’Keeffe from Aghada, Co. Cork.  I am 16 years old. 
I am in Junior Cert in Deerpark CBS in Cork City and I have Autism.  I first 
became interested in GAA in 2008 when my Dad took me to Croke Park 
for the Cork V Kerry All Ireland Football Semi-Final.  Sadly Cork did not 
win.  The following day we did the Croke Park tour with all my family. 
It was my first time being in a big stadium and it was great. I went to 
primary school in Aghada and I played with the U-12 Football Team. 
Richie Condon was the coach and he was very good. Everyone got to 
take part at that age and I scored a goal one day at a match. I was proud 
of myself.  I was not a very strong runner, and my football skills were not 
very strong because of my delayed motor skills so, as the game got more 
competitive, I found it hard to take part. I still supported Aghada Juvenile 
and Senior teams and went to matches with my Dad.  

When I left primary school I went to secondary school in Cork City so 
I did not get to see the local lads much. I did meet them at Aghada 
matches and we were happy to meet up. I got involved in a sports group 
called CAST (Cork Autism Sports Together) and we meet every Saturday 
morning in Cope in Cork City. We train, play soccer, basketball and go on 
outings. I have made many friends there.   

In August 2015 I was asked if I would like to become involved with the 
U-16 Football team. Eoin O’Neill and the selectors, Dave and John, and 
I got on great. I helped with things like getting the water bottles for the 
players, putting out the bollards and getting the ball if it was kicked 
off the field.  I learned good team managing skills like saying positive 
things to the players. We won the U-16 County Championship, which 
was brilliant. We drove around the parish in convoy and everyone was 
cheering for us.  The best part of the experience was seeing my primary 
school friends again. We were delighted to see each other and, even 
though I wasn’t actually playing the game, they made me feel that my 

job was as important as theirs. It 
was a very positive experience for 
me and I will never forget it. We 
had our medal presentation social 
night and I received two medals for 
my involvement. I was delighted. 
I am involved again this year with 
the hurling team and I am really 
enjoying it. I still go to CAST and my 
other activities, like drama and the 
cinema, with my other friends.  

Conor Counihan invited me to speak 
recently at CIT to promote inclusion 
in sports for people with disabilities. 
It was a great experience for me to 
speak in public about how autism 
does not have to hold people back. 
I want to become more involved 
in Aghada GAA and one day be a 
coach, manage a team myself, or be 
on the committee.  Hopefully more 
young people with Autism or other 
disabilities will feel welcome in their 
sports clubs and people will do all they can to make everyone be part of 
their local communities.

The Captain, Kyle O’Shea & Me Lifting the Cup

The winning team 

Autism in Sport and 
Physical Activity
In response to many requests for more training and education in the 
area of autism in sport and physical activity, CARA undertook a review 
of what training currently exists in this area. A conversation with 
Chris Ratcliffe, ‘Director of Development’ at the English Federation of 
Disability Sport (EFDS), highlighted a course that is popular with many 
of the County Sports Partnerships (CSP’s) in the UK, called ‘Autism in 
Sport and Physical Activity’, delivered by the National Autistic Society. 
CARA also received positive feedback from Liam O’Donohue and Peter 
Farrell of Tennis Ireland, who travelled to the UK to attend one of these 
courses earlier this year and who now hope to pass it on to coaches 
and clubs involved in their ‘Enjoy Tennis’ programme. With such 
positive feedback CARA proceeded to schedule two days of training 
for their tutors and personnel from the Local Sports Partnerships on 
the 29th & 30th of June in Limerick Institute of Technology.

The training was delivered by Amy Webster of the National Autistic 
Society. The one day course certainly helped delegates to recognise 
and understand the key areas of difference in autism, as well as looking 
at supportive strategies in practical situations, in order to reduce the 
difficulties experienced by both the participants and leaders of sport 
and physical activity sessions.

Following on from this training CARA will seek to source funding to 
develop a similar workshop and roll this out nationally. The workshop 
will aim to support anyone involved in delivering sport or physical 
activity who wants to develop an awareness and understanding of 
autism.

If you would like to be kept informed about future training in the area 
of sport and physical activity for people with Autism please email 
Michael Gilroy at caratraining@ittralee.ie

Daniel Goulding  
presents me with my Medals
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The Best of Both Worlds!
Hi there!

I’m Hayley Fitzsimons and I’m 20 years old and stand at exactly 3ft 
11”. I live in Co. Waterford with my family. I was born with a condition 
called achondroplasia, which is a form of dwarfism and the most 
common cause of short stature with disproportionately short limbs. 
Having this condition has not stopped me from achieving whatever 
I have my mind set on. I attended St. Declan’s Community College 
in Kilmacthomas and completed my leaving certificate there. While 
in secondary school I enjoyed playing many sports, such as hockey, 
soccer, Gaelic football and Camogie, although I felt that sometimes 
the coaches were afraid to put me on the team in case I got hurt or 
injured. 

In 2009, the World Dwarf Games, which are held every four years 
just like the Olympics and Paralympics, were held up in Belfast. At 
the time I wasn’t so sure what I wanted to do so I just went to watch 
and support my friends who were competing. I then felt that I should 
have entered as the atmosphere was great and you were playing on a 
level sporting field against people of your own height. One of my good 
friends was then competing at home and I went to support her. They 
asked me if I wanted to give athletics a try and I decided I would. It 
was one of the best decisions I could have made as I have never looked 
back since. I now compete in the javelin, shot put and discus, which are 
all throwing events with different implements.

Since then, I’ve travelled to many different places to compete, such 
as United Kingdom, Czech Republic, America, Dubai, Qatar and the 
Netherlands. I currently hold two Irish Records for both the discus 
and shot. I am ranked 6th in the World and 2nd in Europe. Last 
year I attended the IPC (International Paralympic Committee) World 

Championships, where I competed in the shot put against people of 
my stature and managed to move a place up in the rankings, throw a 
new personal best and also break the Irish Record. Since October I’ve 
broken these records three times. 

Sport is what led me on to making one of the biggest decisions I’ve 
had to make, that being what I wanted to do when I was finished in 
school. Did I want to go to college? Did I want to go out and work, or 
did I just want to be someone who concentrated on their sport? I knew 
which plan I had my mind set on, and that was to go to college. Maybe 
I was slightly inspired and driven by the fact that my older sister, who 
was twenty at the time, was in college studying social studies and 
was loving college life. Another factor was my parents, as they wanted 
me to achieve the best I could and get the results and college course 
that I wanted. Being involved in sports influenced my course choice 
as I decided to do a Bachelor of Business in Recreation and Sports 
Management at Waterford IT, which I thoroughly love. I have made 
life-long friends. Even though a career in sports would have been my 
dream when picking this course I also considered some other options, 
mainly the business aspect, so I’ve got the best of both worlds, and it 
allows me to keep my options opened.

Due to my achievements in sports to date I have been awarded 
a sports scholarship for four years. I find the scholarship has been 
beneficial both academically and financially as it has enabled me 
to access extra tuition, support and guidance. My goal for this year, 
having qualified for Rio, would be to go to the Paralympics Games, but 
it will all depend on the limited amount of slots given to each country. 
I also hope to represent Ireland at the IWAS Junior World Games in 
Prague in late June and to make the World Championships in 2017 in 
London. 
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President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins and his 
wife Sabina stole the show at MayFest 2016.

President Higgins officially opened MayFest – the multi sports weekend 
for vision impaired people organised by Vision Sports Ireland – which 
was held at various Dublin venues from 20th to 22nd May last.

As soon as the President entered the ALSAA Sports Centre, beside 
Dublin Airport, he had an audience of 250 in his hands. He could do no 
wrong as he criss-crossed an appreciative audience and viewed demos 
in VI tennis, futsal and para-rowing.

Addressing the large group the President said “Events such as today’s 
demonstrate the wealth of sporting opportunities that exist for visually 
impaired people – activities through which they can embrace the 
enjoyment and benefits that go with physical activity, play, team spirit 
and the surpassing of one’s own limits.

“Importantly, such events also help in challenging some of the 
perceptions, or rather misconceptions, which can prevail in wider society 
as to blindness in particular, and disability more generally.” President 
Higgins went on to praise Vision Sports Ireland for its leadership.

According to Vision Sports Chairperson Joe Geraghty “I just can’t believe 
President Higgins paid us such an honour. He knew the score and totally 
understood where we come from. Also, Sabina, accompanied by our 
President, Professor Michael O’Keeffe, got it and worked the room 
with all those hugs. We can only go onwards and upwards after such 
presidential endorsement.”

It started early Friday morning with TalkFest at ChildVision. Among 
many outstanding conference presentations were Una May from Sport 
Ireland, Liam O’Donohoe from Tennis Ireland and Kate Feeney from 
CARA. We also had lively debate with speakers from NCBI, ChildVision, 

Feach, VSI Cork, Meath LSP, W.A.T.C.H and Paralympics Ireland. There 
were 4 demo sports on display: judo, SNAG golf, table cricket and blind 
football.

Shane Ryan became the first winner of the Shane Clyne Perpetual 
Trophy with victory on Saturday morning in the 20 miles tandem time 
trial in Cloghran. Local hero Tom Walsh won the 10 miles event.

Meanwhile, ALSAA hosted several sports. Futsal kicked off first with 
home team VSI St. Ita’s winning their first 3 games to emerge victorious. 
The Austrian national team came 2nd with Lisburn Lions from Northern 
Ireland finishing 3rd.

History was made as Tennis Ireland hosted VI Tennis for the first time. 
Para-rowing Ireland hosted indoor rowing while Roisin Dermody taught 
20 Mount Anville secondary school volunteers the discipline of goalball. 
Soon it was time for tenpin bowling and the tug o’ war.

Sunday afternoon was for dodging thunder storms as we completed 
the 10k Phoenix Park and Royal Canal stroll. NCBI hosted a wonderful 
reception to feed the hungry hordes.

Ann (posthumously) and Martin Kelly won the coveted VSI Hall of Fame 
Award for their active role in founding national organised sport for vision 
impaired people here almost 40 years ago.

Best MayFest ever – probably!

For more on MayFest and to find out about sport for vision 
impaired people visit www.visionsports.ie or find Vision 
Sports Ireland on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube .

Photos courtesy of Lorraine O’Connor,  
Director, Vision Sports Ireland
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ALL ROADS LEAD TO RIO FOR 
PARALYMPICS IRELAND
With less than 150 days to go to the 2016 
Paralympic Games in Rio, things are certainly 
heating up for Irish athletes who are hoping to 
secure a qualifying slot. 

With a number of qualification events taking place in the coming 
weeks and months across all sports, there were celebrations for the 
para-cycling team who were in action at the UCI Para-Cycling World 
Championships held in Italy recently, with both Colin Lynch (silver) and 
Eoghan Clifford (bronze) making the podium. 

Italy is the place to be for Irish athletes in June with the European 
Championships taking place in Grosetta from June 10th to 16th and, 
with qualification busy across all sports, Chef de Mission for Rio 2016, 
Denis Toomey, said that there are some exciting times ahead for 
Paralympics Ireland. 

“We are expecting to bring a team of about 45 athletes, plus another 
30+ support staff across 10 sports to Rio this year. The logistics of 
that are quite challenging, with horses, boats, bikes etc all to get to the 
Games safely. 

“The athletes will first go to a Holding Camp in Uberlandia before the 
Games, which is about 900km from Rio itself, in order for them to 
acclimatise and get over the jet lag,” he continued. “We have a number 
of athletes still on the qualification trail for the Games, so there are 

some exciting weeks and months ahead, which will culminate in the 
announcement of Team Ireland on July 5th. 

“For Rio itself, there is definitely potential for Ireland to win eight to ten 
medals at the Games, and we are hoping to see some Lifetime Best 
performances too,” he concluded.

Also looking ahead to the coming months was Paralympics Ireland 
Performance Director, Dave Malone, who added: “Irish athletes will go to 
Rio this September and compete against approximately 4,350 athletes 
from 176 countries for glory over the course of 11 days. 

“We are preparing the athletes to perform at the highest level, and have 
ring fenced extra support around them in order to help them to achieve 
their full potential on the international stage.”

With the countdown well and truly on, Paralympics Ireland also recently 
launched a major awareness and fundraising campaign called ‘More 
Than Sport’, which is a series of videos and articles on their website 
(www.paralympics.ie) that gives an insight into life as an elite Paralympic 
athlete and a glimpse behind the scenes of the road to Rio. You can 
support Paralympics Ireland by texting the word PARA to 50300. (Text 
costs €4. Paralympics Ireland will receive a minimum of €3.25. Service 
provider: LikeCharity. Helpline: 076 680 5278).

Photographs courtesy of Paralympics Ireland
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APA IT TRALEE
I CAN DO MORE! 
APA Leadership Masters
Do you ever think your organisation could do more to include people 

with disabilities? You could help lead that change. If you feel that you 

need more knowledge, skills and confidence to help you achieve this 

vision, then you might consider the part-time taught masters in Adapted 

Physical Activity Leadership at IT Tralee.  This programme is currently 

enrolling for a one-day-a-week delivery from September. This part-time 

delivery allows students to combine work and study, and to put theory 

into practice as they progress through their studies.  Taught subject 

areas include Disability Studies, Universal Programming, Policy Analysis 

& Development, Leadership, Research Methodology & Project Design, 

Communication & Relationship Management and Wellbeing, Health & 

Disability. Students can graduate with a level 9, 60 credit postgraduate 

diploma, or continue to complete a research dissertation to gain an MSc 

in adapted physical activity leadership.  For more information on the 

programme contact Ursula.barrett@staff.ittralee.ie.

APA PROGRAMME 
2015/2016
Every week during the college term there is one hour on the timetable 
that is a little different to others. There are many reasons it stands 
out for staff, students and clients. For some students it might be the 
first time they have been involved in delivery of physical activity, others 
their first time working with individuals who require adaptations to 
participate. For many of the clients who are coming back for another 
year to participate in the APA programme they come to improve fitness, 
to make new friends or to learn new skills. Many of these clients have 
more to teach the students than the students have to teach them! 
But, regardless of who is teaching whom, the main difference in these 
sessions is the atmosphere of shared experience, the desire to learn and 
improve, the sense of enjoyment from being active, and the energy from 
people who are full of life and enjoying socialising together. 

Each hour provided is an integral part of the much larger college wide 
APA@ ITT programme. Running since 1998, it now offers access to a 
wide variety of physical activity opportunities for a diverse range of 
community based disability groups while still providing an essential 
practical learning experience for hundreds of our students.  Activities 
offered include, outdoor education, health related fitness, aqua aerobics, 
aquatic therapy, motors skills/fundamental movements, dance, 
swimming and many others. The success of the programme has been 
very much due to the cooperation between the services who cater for 
the various disability groups, the energy and input of the participants 
themselves and the staff and students who then design and deliver 
the activities. Sessions are tailored to meet the specific needs of the 
disability group participating and the individuals within each group. 

This year saw the introduction of a new after-schools activity 
programme in partnership with the Kerry Intervention Disability 
Services. This multisport programme certainly had plenty of energy, and 
the participants kept the students active for the full hour. The children 
also benefited, gaining in confidence, listening skills, leadership skills and 
skill levels in a variety of sports, to highlight just a few benefits. 

At the end of each academic year the success of the APA programme is 
marked by an awards night. This event is important as it marks another 
milestone for both the college and the clients, a point in the journey 
where clients and students have gained from each other and move on in 
their lives.  Following the speeches and the presentation of certificates, 
the awards ceremony always ends with a wonderful party and disco. 
A joyous occasion, tinged with a little sadness the it is the end of the 
course but always memorable.

Picture of MSc graduates Sean O’Brien and Selina Power at their graduation in 
October 2015.
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IMPACT OF DISABILITY INCLUSION TRAINING 
As part of their undergraduate studies in Health and Leisure at I.T Tralee, 
Gearoid and Kate carried out two separate studies examining the impact of 
the Disability Inclusion Training course, which has been run by CARA across 
the country for a number of years.

Gearoid’s title was ‘To Investigate the Impact of Disability Inclusion Training 
on its Participants: Attitudes towards People with Disabilities’. The aim 
of this study was to investigate if the Disability Inclusion Training course 
had any effect on the participants’ generic attitudes towards people with 
disabilities. The objectives were to conduct a quantitative study that was not 
too time consuming so as not to interfere with the running of the Disability 
Inclusion Training but which formed an in-depth analysis of the participants’ 
pre and post training attitudes. The ‘Attitudes towards Disabled Persons 
Scale Version-O’ (ATDP Scale-O, Yuker, Block, Young, 1970), was used to 
assess the level of attitudinal change following the course.
•  Participants (n=100) of the Disability Inclusion Training that were 

18-years or over were selected from a range of courses delivered across 
the country.

•  The participants comprised of a mix of male (45) and female (55).
•  This study found that there was a statistically significant change 

in attitudes towards people with disabilities following the course, that 
there was no significant difference between the attitudes of males and 
females either pre or post the course and that those who had previously 
completed disability awareness training of some form (38%) had a 
significantly more positive attitude towards people with disabilities both 
pre and post the course.

Kate’s study, entitled ‘An Evaluation of the impact of Disability Inclusion 
Training on its Participants’ aimed to evaluate the immediate and long 
term impact of Disability Inclusion Training on those who participated in the 
course in 2013. Some of the key objectives included:

an analysis of the evaluation forms completed by the participants of 
Disability Inclusion Training immediately after training, 

an emailed survey to evaluate the impact and applicability of skills gained 
one year after completing the course, an analysis of further training needs 
identified by the participants following the course and finally to provide 
recommendations for the CARA Centre relating to modifications required as 
part of Disability Inclusion Training.

Her results indicated that immediately following the course the participants:
•  were very satisfied that the course objectives were met.
•  were very satisfied that the Disability Inclusion Training tutors 

were of a high standard.
•  felt confident in putting the knowledge and skills they gained 

from completing Disability Inclusion Training into practice
•  found that the practical part of the course had more of an impact 

on their learning than the theory section.

They also found that, one year after completion of the course:
•  74% of participants had applied the skills and knowledge they 

gained from Disability Inclusion Training in many contexts appropriate to 
their professional and nonprofessional lives.

•  17% had already completed further training in the area.
• 96% of participants expressed an interest in completing further 

advanced Disability Inclusion Training over two days.
• 60% of participants showed an interest in completing further advanced 

Disability Inclusion Training that was sport-specific.

The findings of both these studies have greatly assisted the training and 
education team at CARA in improving the nature and delivery of the Disability 
Inclusion Training course. It has also assisted us in planning and developing 
our training and education framework, which includes a variety of training 
types to increase awareness and delivery across the sport, physical activity 
and physical education environments.

Gearoid O’Doherty and Kate Harrington

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY AND INTELLECTUAL DISABILITY
The experience of a self-selected approach to physical activity among 
adults with an intellectual disability: A phenomenological study. (2016)

Researcher: Sheila O’Sullivan

Supervisors: Dr Anna Marie Greaney and Pat Flanagan

The focus of this Masters study, which is currently being completed, 
is on the psychosocial benefits that promote wellbeing, inclusivity, new 
opportunities and social acceptance through self-selection of activities. 
This approach is increasing in importance as more emphasis is placed 
on assisting people with an intellectual disability (ID) to live independent 
lives within their communities (Dowling et al., 2012). This is reflected in 
New Directions (HSE, 2012-2016), a policy followed by Saint John of God 
(SJOG), which is a stakeholder in this research.

International demographic trends highlight a growing aging population 
resulting in an increased level of chronic illnesses worldwide (WHO, 
2008). The trend is mirrored in the particular context of adults with 
an intellectual disability (Dixon-Ibarra et al., 2013). Greater physical 
activity for this population has been shown to improve cardiovascular 
health (Moss, 2009), decrease anxiety levels (Carmeli et al., 2009) and 
positively impact on psychosocial outcomes (Lante et al., 2011).

This research explores the meaningful participation and views of 
adults with ID regarding the self-selected activities they engage in. 
The overarching design is interpretative phenomenological analysis 
(IPA) which is concerned with “detailed examination of human lived 
experience” (Smith, Flowers and Larkin, 2009, p.32).

Having obtained ethical approval, the researcher has been immersed 
in the daily activities of the participants. Pilot interviews have been 

conducted to refine/adapt the interview guide that IPA uses. Data 
collection from the core participants is complete and to date many 
emergent themes coincide with the literature review. Semi-structured 
interviews with other stakeholders are ongoing and will illuminate the 
experiences of the core participants but not replace them. The research 
aims to add to existing research and assess how people with ID self-
select activities and how this is facilitated. This reflects the move 
towards facilitating people with ID to live a life of their choosing in their 
community.

APA RESEARCH AT IT TRALEE

Invitation to parents of young 
children with Down syndrome 
to participate in research study

‘UPSEE’ is a mobility device designed to help children with movement 
delays to stand and move with the help of an adult. The School 
of Health and Social Sciences in IT Tralee has now launched a 
research programme to investigate the ‘UPSEE’ as a child-friendly 
intervention, helping to develop curiosity, creativity, cognitive skills 
and physical development in your child. We are involving children with 
Down syndrome between 11 months and 5 years who are, at the 
moment, able to stand with some support. The study has received 
ethical approval from IT Tralee, University College Cork and Down 
Syndrome Ireland.  If you are interested in this study, please contact 
project supervisor Ursula Barrett at Ursula.barrett@staff.ittralee.ie.
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Disability Inclusion Training (DIT) 
going global - Plan2Inclusivise 

Sports Inclusion Programme Togo & Ethiopia

Written by Frank Velthuizen, Disability Programme 
Coordinator with Plan International Ireland

In 2014 I came to Ireland to work for Plan International Ireland as 
disability advisor, with a focus on supporting disability inclusion in Plan’s 
projects in Africa. Negative attitudes, reinforced by traditional and 
cultural beliefs, is one of the main barriers to be tackled.

In my previous employment I witnessed the positive effects of sport, 
and I thought sport and play would be a good entry point in our overseas 
projects to introduce the topic of disability inclusion, and to change 
negative perceptions. However, my experience in disability sport was 
simply too limited. Therefore, I started exploring and initially I attended 
a sport and disability conference in the UK. It was at this conference 
that I first became aware of CARA’s Disability Inclusion training course 
and I immediately registered for the next course. When I attended the 
Disability Inclusion training course I was already visualising it in an 
African context.

I plucked up my courage and emailed CARA to explore the possibility of 
developing Disability Inclusion Training in the Africa context. I received 
a positive response to my query from Niamh Daffy, Managing Director 
of CARA, with a proposal to discuss the idea further, and Niamh also 
suggested that I should invite the UNESCO chair for inclusive PE, sport, 
recreation and fitness, based in IT Tralee, to discuss the idea.

That was the start of Plan2Inclusivise (P2I). Aine Coogan, a member 
of the CARA Centre’s Disability Inclusion training tutor team, and Ann 
O’Connor, whose focus is on international development and research 
as part of the UNESCO Chair at IT Tralee, kindly agreed to join the P2I 
team. We realised DIT worked well in Ireland, but would need more time 
and detail before it could be applied to the African context.

The 3 partners then started designing P2I based on 3 pillars: changing 
perceptions, learning for inclusion, and taking action. Plan Togo and Plan 
Ethiopia eagerly agreed to host the five-day pilot training programmes, 
so we quickly had to organise all of the logistics involved, such as 
vaccinations, visas, equipment etc. The GAA, FAI, Volleyball Ireland, 
Kildare Sports Partnership and IT Tralee all responded positively to the 
idea and provided equipment, and I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank them for this.

And there we were in Togo, exactly one year after I completed 
Disability Inclusion training myself, delivering to participants varying 

from community volunteers and Plan staff, to the President of Togo’s 
Paralympic Committee, and lecturers from the National Institute of 
Sport. An additional challenge that we encountered was working with 
a French translator, Koffi Fiati, a Togolese student at IT Tralee, but we 
overcame this.

A month after delivering training in Togo we travelled to Ethiopia for two 
more training courses. The first was hosted in the capital Addis Ababa, 
with mainly participants from Plan Ethiopia and their implementing 
partners, working in early childhood care and child protection. A fancy 
hotel was arranged for the training which, although it was great 
for holding a formal meeting, was a nightmare for sports training. 
Fortunately, a piece of waste land, used by street children for their 
football practice, could be used for the practicals.

From Addis we flew to Gambella, at the western border with Sudan, 
where over 200.000 refugees from South Sudan were located. Plan is 
providing services for children in the refugee camps, with so-called Child 
Friendly Spaces (CFS) being a central point. These CFS are managed by 
youth members from the camp-community, to whom we delivered the 
training.

Each of the training sessions had their own dynamics, but all of the 
participants were clearly fascinated by the training and indicated that 
they had learned a lot, particularly regarding the practical elements 
of the course. The grand finale of each training course was a session 
with children with mixed abilities in their communities, facilitated by the 
training participants to enable them to put their new knowledge and 
skills into practice. This was a great opportunity to provide on-the-job 
support and advice. During these sessions everyone, including us, could 
witness that indeed inclusive sports does break down barriers, and all 
the focus was on fun and ability.

With the experience of the training courses to guide us, we are now in 
the process of finalising the resource kit, working on strategies to roll 
out P2I further, and taking into account long-term sustainability.

A big word of thanks to CARA and UNESCO/IT Tralee for taking up this 
journey!

For more information, do not hesitate to contact me on 
frank.velthuizen@plan-international.org or contact UNESCO at IT Tralee.
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Inclusive Physical Education,  
Physical Activity and Sport (IPEPAS) 

In November 2015 UNESCO adopted the ‘International Charter for 
Physical Education, Physical Activity and Sport’. The title of the Charter 
expands to add physical activity to physical education and sport, to 
reflect activities and their related stakeholders, values and benefits, 
with a similar impact. This expansion reflects the new principles that 
are introduced relating to inclusion, lifelong participation, safety and 
sustainability, and sport for development and peace initiatives. 

The UNESCO Chair at IT Tralee is committed to putting this Charter into 
action across the globe and facilitating social change by breaking down 

barriers and stigma, increasing life chances, encouraging intercultural 
dialogue and understanding and supporting the empowerment of 
people with disabilities in a gender expansive manner. In this light, the 
UNESCO Chair is in the early stages of developing an online resource, 
called IPEPAS, which will work towards mainstreaming diversity by 
inclusivising PE, physical activity and sport on a global level for all people 
of ALL abilities. 

The resource aims to serve as a catalyst for social change, while also 
building the capacity of teachers, coaches and facilitators working 
in the fields of PE, physical activity and sport, as well as the activity 
participants, globally. The Charter (2015) is the primary informing 
document, along with UNESCO Quality PE guidelines, the Sustainable 
Development Goals, and the UN Conventions on the Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities (articles 24 and 30) and on the Rights of the Child. 

NATIONAL SPORTS CAMPUS
INCLUSIVE MULTI SPORTS CAMP

FOR CHILDREN WITH DISABILITIES
The National Sports Campus Inclusive Multi Sports Camp is designed for children with disabilities.

The participants will enjoy a range of sports including athletics, rounders, cricket, archery, swimming, ultimate 
frisbee, rugby and soccer all delivered in an inclusive environment by our expert coaches.

The end of week presentation ceremony is also followed by a trip  
to the Aquazone WaterPark (parental/guardian assistance required.)

Week 1 Tuesday July 19th - 22nd

Week 2 Tuesday August 2nd - 5th

Our team of dedicated staff and volunteers are trained by CARA - the centre  
for adapted physical activity.

The camps run from 9-1pm Tuesday-Friday.
Suitable for ages 8-15 years old.

€70 per child.
1 sibling or friend gets to go free with every child that signs up.
To apply please email: garystewart@nationalsportscampus.ie

www.nationalsportscampus.ie

Camp Ambassador

James Scully
Paralympic Swimmer

Supported by
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PEOPLE MAKING A DIFFERENCE
Thérèse Laverty
SIDO Donegal Sports Partnership 
 – First of all, can you tell us a little bit about yourself?

Hi, I’m Thérèse I work as the Sports Inclusion Disability Officer (SIDO) 
with Donegal Sports Partnership and have been in the post since the 
inception of the Sports Inclusion Programme in 2008. In my spare time I 
work as a performance nutritionist, providing nutritional information for 
athletes and teams. I enjoy running (recreationally!!!!), going to the gym 
and water sports.

 – What motivated you to follow this career path? Was it always an 
area that you could see yourself being involved in professionally?

I’ve always been interested in health promotion so I suppose, yes, I’d 
always hoped I’d end up working in the area. My brother had a physical 
disability so I have personal experience of the impact that can have. 
Unfortunately, when he was a child, opportunities weren’t as plentiful 
for him, so to be able to help people with disabilities access sporting 
opportunities and provide fun and enjoyment for them is something 
that means a lot to me on a personal level. It’s probably why I’m so 
passionate about my role.

 – What areas have you studied as part of your career development? 
(i.e. what did you study in college and what further training/
upskilling have you undertaken since?)

My Masters at college was based on the evaluation of an obesity 
prevention programme called the ‘Fit Futures’ programme. I thoroughly 
enjoyed the promotion of sport and physical activity for children and 
recognised the importance of early intervention. Ultimately this started 
me on my path and has led me to where I am. Since completing college 
I have participated in many training workshops, completed NGB sport 
specific training, Coaching Ireland tutor training, and attended seminars 
and conferences which have all helped me refresh and up-skill. It’s 
impossible to list all the opportunities I’ve been provided with in the 
past 10 years!

 – Did you have any other professional experience in this area 
before taking up your current position as SIDO in Donegal?

After college I worked for a number of years with the Health Promotion 
Department in Donegal (HSE West), coordinating schools physical 
activity programmes such as ‘Girls Active’ and ‘Ag Súgradh le Cheile’. I 
had also tutored on a number of programmes, workshops and courses 
and therefore had experience working with children and young adults of 
all abilities, teachers, coaches and members of the general public.

 – What areas are you responsible for within Donegal Sports 
Partnership?

My role involves the coordination of the Sports Inclusion Disability 
Programme, promoting sport for people with a disability, ensuring they 
have the opportunity to participate in sport and that clubs, organisations 
and physical activity programmes are accessible for them. We provide a 
quality education and training programme for coaches, clubs, teachers, 
parents and anyone interested in the provision of inclusive sport and 
physical activity. In Donegal we also have a Sports Ability Forum where 
key partner organisations meet regularly to discuss the provision of 
sport and also examine joint opportunities which exist.

 – What do you feel is the most enjoyable and rewarding part of 
your job?

As I’ve been in place since the inception of the programme I’ve been able 
to watch many participants on their journey over the past eight years. 
To see the growth in confidence, and development as individuals in that 

time, for me has been remarkable. In 
addition to the physical benefits, for 
many sport has played an integral 
part in forming social networks and 
new friendships. I’m luckier than most 
because I love my job.

 – Is there one particular initiative/
event that you have been 
involved in with Donegal Sports 
Partnership that you look on with 
great pride and satisfaction?

The wheelchair basketball is one 
initiative which has proved sustainable 
over time. Many of the original 
participants still attend on a regular 
basis and I have watched them grow 
from children into young adults. To see how the participants have 
developed both in terms of sports skills, confidence and personality is 
personally very rewarding. The friendships and support systems that 
have formed, not only between participants, but also parents and 
families, shows the impact sport has on everyone.

 – How would you like to see yourself progressing within the job 
over the next five years? Have you any ideas/initiatives that you 
would like to see developed over that time?

In Donegal I’m very lucky because the Sports Inclusion Disability 
Programme is completely embedded within the LSP strategy and 
I have the full support of the staff and Board of Directors. We have 
worked closely with our neighbouring LSPs on joint initiatives and would 
love to see more work on a regional basis. Partnership work with the 
National Governing Bodies of Sport is key and there will be a focus on 
this ensuring sustainable, enjoyable programmes that are accessible to 
everyone.
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CARA Centre
IT Tralee

South Campus
Tralee, Co. Kerry

Tel: +353 66 714 5646
Fax: +353 66 714 5651
Email: cara@ittralee.ie

www.CaraApaCentre.ie

Proudly supported by:
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Scoring
•	 Players	pass	the	ball	around	the	circle	
for	one	lap	as	fast	as	possible	to	beat	
the		runner.	If	by	the	time	the	runner												
completes	one	lap	they	are	still	passing	
the	ball,	the	runner	wins	

Illustration

A fun passing and catching game that 
promotes cooperation to pass a ball as fast 
as possible to beat a runner 

How to play
Setting up:
•	 Set	up	participants	in	a	circle
•	 Space	out	participants

Playing:
•	 Arrange	players	in	a	circle,	with	a	space	
between	each	player

•	 The	person	with	the	ball	becomes	the	
runner

•	 The	runner	passes	the	ball	to	the	right	or	
the	left	and	runs	a	lap	of	the	circle	trying	
to	beat	the	ball	back	to	the	space	they	just	
left

•	 The	other	players	attempt	to	pass	the		ball	
around	the	circle	before	the	runner	gets	
back

Equipment:
•	 One	or	two	balls
•	 Whistle
•	 Flags	or	cones

1 METER BETWEEN EACH PLAYER

1

Helena McGarvey 2013C

C
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Chase Your Pass
Warm	Up	Card

Useful Contacts

Vision Sports Ireland (VSI)
VSI is the National Governing Body for sport and leisure activities 
for blind and visually impaired people in Ireland.

www.visionsports.ie 

Email: info@visionsports.ie 

Tel: +353 1 454 7865

Sport Ireland
Sport Ireland is the national agency for sport in Ireland

www.sportireland.ie

Email: info@sportireland.ie

Tel: +353 1 860 8800

Special Olympics Ireland
Special Olympics Ireland provides year-round sports training 
and competition opportunities for people with an Intellectual 
disability across Ireland.

www.specialolympics.ie 

Email: info@specialolympics.ie 

Tel: +353 1 882 3972

Paralympics Ireland
Paralympics Ireland mission is to lead elite athletes with a 
disability to Paralympic Games success.

www.paralympics.ie 

Email: info@paralympics.ie 

Tel: +353 1 625 1175

IWA Sport
IWA Sport develops and promotes sport and recreational 
opportunities for people with a physical disability to 
participate in sport at a level of their choice.

www.iwasport.com 

Email: info@iwasport.com 

Tel: +353 1 818 6400

Deaf Sports Ireland (DSI)
DSI is the National Governing Body in Ireland with sports for 
people who are Deaf and Hard of Hearing.

www.deafsportireland.com 

Email: info@deafsportsireland.com 

or Text +353 87 134 9877


